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Abstract

In the cacophony of the digital age, literary appreciation of literary works presents both unique challenges and opportunities. The rapid proliferation of digital platforms has transformed how literature is accessed, consumed, and interpreted. This research explores the evolving landscape of literary appreciation amidst the digital cacophony, highlighting both the advantages and drawbacks. It examines how digital tools and platforms facilitate broader access to diverse literary works, enabling global communities to engage with literature in unprecedented ways. However, it also acknowledges the potential dilution of deep reading practices and critical analysis in favor of quick consumption and superficial engagement. Furthermore, the research discusses strategies to cultivate meaningful literary appreciation in the digital age, emphasizing the importance of promoting deep reading, critical thinking, and cultural understanding. Ultimately, it underscores the enduring value of literature in fostering empathy, cultural appreciation, and intellectual growth amidst the digital noise.
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A. Introduction

Appreciation of literary works involves nurturing the ability to critically examine, understand, and evaluate the various aspects of literary works, both intrinsic and extrinsic (Lene M: 2019; Iser: 1979). Literary appreciation activities are carried out to develop reasoning skills, imagination, and sensitivity to the multiple values and meanings contained in literary works that can influence both readers and society. However, interest in appreciating literary works has begun to fade. It is characterized by the lack of publications related to the appreciation of literary works, if they are found even only in the academic world, as an assignment given by the institution rather than as a soul call or awareness to appreciate literary works. This certainly inspires us to continue to maintain the tradition of appreciating literary works so that it can be maintained so that cultural buildings and various values contained in literary works can reach the ears of many people, not only those who are enrolled in literary programs but also the public.

Critical reading is not only about grasping the text, but also about cultivating thinking capabilities that are more rational and receptive to a wide range of perspectives (Nathalie:
2023). Literary works offer a profound and complex human experience through different narratives and characters that can inspire readers to be thoughtful and creative (Foley: 2019). The various values of life and the existential meaning of human beings make readers able to reflect on the purpose of life and the values they have embraced so far. By asking reflective questions about literary works, readers will feel connected and at one with themselves, even by being able to feel a deep connection with the people around them. So that humans will avoid being trapped in a narrow and limited mindset and not always talk about themselves. The digital age presents significant challenges that can diminish our intimacy with literary works and potentially lead to a loss of literary taste. The constant barrage of stimuli, the prevalence of bite-sized content, and the allure of instant gratification can erode the patience and focus required to fully appreciate the nuances and complexities of literary texts.

The need for people to be literate in this cacophony-like digital world is essential to staying relevant. New and improved knowledge and transferable skills require humans to keep moving fast to keep up with the latest changes. Adaptive ability is cited as the key to success in staying alive in this dynamic world, but on the other hand, many things are born as problems. Therefore, this research tries to look more closely at the various problems arising from these conditions and how they relate to the ability to read literary works in this context of literary appreciation of literary works. This research tries to stay connected to a world that is currently being shunned by its readers and draws us to remain open and proactive in contributing to the world of literature.

B. Literary Taste and A Fast-paced Culture

Literary appreciation forces the proficiency to closely read and analyze a text, paying attention to narrative techniques, character development, literary devices, themes, and symbols employed by the author. This occupies grasping how the countless elements of the work provide to its overall meaning and effect. Identifying the author's use of language, stylistic choices, and the overall aesthetic qualities that contribute to the work's emotional and intellectual impact become non-negotiable. Critical thinking skills to interpret the multiple layers of meaning within a text and it helps readers gain a deeper understanding of the work's themes, allusions, and the author's perspective. This intertextual understanding enriches the reader's appreciation of the literary tradition and the work's place within it. The profusion of digital distractions and the bombardment of stimuli can make it hard to sustain the concentration necessary for immersing oneself in a literary work. Arising literary taste requires the ability to slow down, savor the language, and reflect on the nuances of a text.

The fast-moving environment of the information age characterized by the complexity of digital society has eroded literary appreciation. Literary works, that attempt to characterize the individuality of a work, of an author, of a period, or a national literature (Wellek; 1942), will be judged valuable only so far as it yields results for this or that adjacent with social life. Literary works are rich with functions and purposes, in addition, literary works are the media to express the message, worldview, and idea of its author. The cultural and social aspects of literary works represent an important part that must be revealed in literary appreciation. First, literary works become a space for dialog related to various values, cultural identities, and even ideologies that are manifested in literary works. Secondly, literary works provide the best media to keep recording the world in which they were born as the author's critical reflection on the
reality of the world, literary works become a space for dialog related to various values, cultural identities, and even ideologies that are manifested in literary works. Third, literary works can trigger writing skills and even improve their works.

In this fast-paced age, literary appreciation allows people to participate in literary criticism through social media or other social media platforms. This of course means that literary works are easily accessible to social media users. On the contrary, the development of literary appreciation in the digital age that involves social media platforms has many things to consider, first, the reputation of a literary critic is not as strong when compared to the reputation of a critic who writes literary appreciation in journals, books, reviews, or even opinions and essays in the media such as newspapers or electronic magazines. Second, misunderstandings occur because it is possible for the information conveyed in the literary appreciation to be twisted into invalid information that is easily spread and even believed to be the truth. Third, literary criticism carried out on social media platforms has the potential to become a target of data theft attacks and this is certainly detrimental to a literary critic. Fourth, the emotional pressure to continuously perform well in cyberspace, especially on social media, is very vulnerable to causing stress for the author. Fifth, literary appreciation in the digital age is confronted with the deteriorating quality of critics.

The characteristic of literary works that are not experienced by other works is the concept of literariness, namely the ability of literary works to utilize aesthetic and unique language styles with complex narrative structures that distinguish literary works from non-literary writings. In addition, imaginary works always offer a new perspective with a unique approach to looking at things based on the author's reflective ability to record the reality when the literary work was born. This is the literary taste that can only be revealed through in-depth study and requires a long time to be able to bring out the various features contained in literary works that can be revealed by a literary critic. In a fast-paced culture, where time is a precious commodity, the cultivation of literary taste may be perceived as a luxury. Advancing literary taste can be a powerful antidote to the superficiality of modern life, granting an interval for reflection, contemplation, and intellectual growth.

C. Research Methods

This research is a qualitative descriptive research, namely by conducting a descriptive analysis of changes in the digital cultural environment and how these changes affect the way people appreciate literary works. Followed by qualitative methods regarding the use of digital technology in appreciating literary works, as well as how the use of this technology influences reading behavior and interpretation.

Literature study as a data collection technique about the influence of digitalization on literary appreciation and how experts respond to these changes. then proceed to analyze the problem with argument analysis to show how digitalization can influence the way society appreciates literature and how writers must adapt to these changes.

D. The Rush of Digital Technologies

In the context of this research, literary appreciation does not want the rejection of the advancement of digital technologies like what happened to the Luddites. Luddites are known as people who reject technological progress, as a reaction to their inability to master
technology, although there are those who defend by saying that the Luddites are not anti-technology or those who do not have technological competence, but those who criticize the perspective of industrialists who deprive the human way of life through the introduction of new technologies that give birth to dehumanization of humans themselves. Literary appreciation in the world of cacophony has made readers or connoisseurs of literary works lose their ability because readers prefer to consume information and readings that are short and focus on speed and sensation rather than reading the lengthy, in-depth, and complex texts that literary works have as one of their characteristics.

The rush of digital technologies has challenged traditional models of literary criticism. The culture of instant gratification and constant stimulation can erode the patience and willingness to engage with literary works that unfold gradually and require reflection and contemplation. This mindset may lead readers to seek more immediate forms of entertainment or information. But this state of affairs cannot be overlooked because literary appreciation requires more than just reading; understanding the complexities contained in literary works is not accomplished by reading in one sitting.

The ability to read deeply and reflectively on literary works from the world of cacophony is not achieved because readers are unable to capture the distinctive nuances in literary texts as the first step to developing deeper analytical skills. This can result in a superficial or fragmented reading experience, where subtleties and nuances are easily missed. Nevertheless, advances in digital technology on the other hand provide valuable contributions that can improve reading literacy, for example by providing readers with unlimited access to many sources of information and even online learning. It is important to maintain the habit of critiquing information and reading longer and more in-depth texts. During cacophony, readers may struggle to slow down and savor the artistry of the language, missing out on the richness and nuances embedded within the text, fully grasping the nuances and deeper layers of meaning. By taking advantage of technology more wisely, literary appreciation of literary works will not lose its world during a fast-paced world characterized by a massive rush of information.

In addition, frequent and varied reading will also sharpen literacy skills, which is an important resource in a world of cacophony. If this is implemented, it will make readers familiar with varying language styles that can sharpen their sensitivity to the style of each type of writing, especially literary works. With literary appreciation of literary works, the readers no longer just want to expand their knowing, but can explore a topic in depth because of the process of understanding something complex by critical reading and evaluative process they encounter in literary works. Through this process, the reader will be enriched with different perspectives, enriched with a more expressive vocabulary, and make the reader more reflective-critical which is an important part of human cultural and intellectual lifeways, especially the readers. Thus, literary appreciation is not just a catharsis, but is able to provide a deep and enriching experience for its readers.

**Loss of Reading Pleasure**

There are many reasons why reading pleasure towards literary works is diminishing in the digital age. Some of them are, first, the decreasing quality of reading significantly, this is because, in the digital age, we are bombarded by information or instant content within short
periods, making people accustomed to short and shallow reading. Reading concentration is disrupted because of this habit, causing readers and even literary critics to lack patience when reading literary works that are usually long and complex and reducing the depth of understanding that is usually experienced when reading literary works. In addition, the habit of consuming short and instant information and information filled with visual information (infographics) causes interest in long texts such as literary works to seem boring and far from enjoyable entertainment.

Secondly, related to the first point is the loss of the ability to read physical books that provide a different experience, this habit is replaced by the habit of reading through digital screens. Traditional print books offer a tactile and sensory experience that can contribute to reading pleasure, from the feel of the pages to the smell of the paper. Digital formats, while convenient, may lack some of these sensory elements, potentially diminishing the overall reading experience for some readers. At the same time, there has been a massive decline in interest in classics, with the public and even literary critics more interested in reviewing contemporary and popular content that is easily accessible digitally through their electronic devices, even though classics have been digitized to make it easier for the public or critics to access them. The fragmentation of attention and the temptation to multitask can disrupt the deep, focused engagement required to derive pleasure from reading imaginary works.

Thirdly, the nature of literature, which requires time, quietness, profound understanding, and reflective ability, is not in line with the fast-paced characteristics of the digital age. These interruptions can break the spell of an imaginary world, making it challenging to maintain the sustained attention required for reading pleasure. The ease of accessing various forms of entertainment and information increasingly causes intimacy with literary works to become more distant. So that efforts to maintain reading pleasure towards literary works meet their challenges, there is no other way but to think about how to create a special space and time that supports the process of reading literary works so that understanding of literary works can be achieved perfectly.

Reading literary works often requires dedicated spaces and rituals that foster focused attention and a sense of immersion. The ubiquity of digital devices may undermine these conducive environments for literary appreciation. While the digital age presents challenges, it is essential to recognize that reading pleasure is a highly personal and subjective experience. Striking a balance, cultivating mindful reading practices, and creating dedicated spaces and rituals for literary appreciation can help mitigate the potential diminishment of reading pleasure in the digital age. Literary works have the profound ability to produce subjective experiences that resonate deeply with individuals, evoking a range of emotions, intellectual stimulation, and personal connections. Despite the variations in how these experiences manifest for each reader, the appreciation of literary works ultimately sharpens the soul and enriches the human experience.

E. Conclusion

Literary appreciation is imperative that we actively work to preserve and nurture our connection with literary works, recognizing their enduring value as vehicles for personal growth, empathy, and cultural enrichment. This can be achieved through intentional efforts to create dedicated spaces and rituals for literary engagement, fostering mindful reading practices,
and promoting literary discourse and education across various platforms and communities. Literary works can be appreciated because they are able to produce subjective experiences felt by everyone. Although these experiences vary by individual, in general, appreciation of literary works can bring out the sharpness of the soul with the beauty of language, the richness of emotions, and even the depth of meaning that makes literary works an important and inseparable part of human life in every single era, including in the digital age that demands fast-paced and overwhelming information that makes us intimacy with literary works diminish, even eventually losing literary taste.
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